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*  *  *

Amy Evans: This is Wednesday, March thirtieth, two thousand and five, and
I’m in New Orleans. This is Amy Evans at Antoine’s restaurant in the French
Quarter. And I am with John Strickland, the wine steward here. Mister
Strickland, would you please introduce yourself for the record.

John Strickland: Uh, my name in John Strickland, and I’m the beverage
[phone rings in background] manager here at Antoine’s restaurant.

AE: And your birthdate for the record too, if you don’t mind.

JS: July twenty-forth, nineteen sixty-eight. [July 24, 1968]

AE: Okay. And how long [announcement made on restaurant intercom]
[short laugh] how long have you been beverage manager here?

JS: Uh, I’ve been a beverage manager here for the last seven years.

AE: Okay, how—

JS: And I was a bartender here for eight [years].

AE: Okay. And describe your job as a beverage manager. What does that
entail?

JS: My job is [that] I’m in charge of all ordering of all wine, liquor,
beer—anything to do with beverage. Sodas, juices, you name it. I’m in
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charge of the bartenders, uh, making their schedules, making—making sure
they get here, uh, cost control, inventory, et cetera.

AE: Okay. So when you started here as a bartender, how did you get that job
initially?

JS: I used to work at a place—a restaurant called Commander’s Palace. And
a—after I left Commander’s Palace, I went to Crescent City Bartending
school. Just to get the license—for a bartender’s license. And over there,
when you graduate, they give you a list of jobs that are hiring, and Antoine’s
was on that list. And I’ve always heard wonderful things about
Antoine’s—traditional New Orleans restaurant. So I came over here, filled out
an application, they hired me on the spot, and the rest is history.

AE: What made you want to be a bartender?

JS: I used to, uh—like I said, I always worked in restaurants. My whole life.
And over at Commander’s I was a dishwasher for nine months over there.
And once a week I would help out in the wine cellar when they’d get their
orders. And I saw this commercial on TV about, “Become a professional
bartender. It’s like a paid vacation.” And so I wanted—and, of course, I’ve
never seen that commercial since but—and it made me want to be a
bartender. So I talked to the beverage manager over there. I said, “I’m
thinking about going to bartending school.” He was like, “You want to be a
bartender?” I was like, “Yeah, I’d like to be a bartender.” He goes, “Okay,
you’re hired.” And he recommended [that] I didn’t go to bartending school
[and that] it’s best to learn on the job training so—so I worked there as a
bartender for about two and a half years. And after I left there, I went to
bartending school just to get the certificate.

AE: Yeah? And so what was that like learning on the job [at Commander’s
Palace]?

JS: It was a lot of fun It’s got a lot of good—I—I think it’ best to learn on the
job because no two places make drinks the same way. You know, some
places might use fresh ingredients, others might use concentrate, and so
forth.

AE: Yeah.

JS: So I think it’s best to learn how each place makes—you know, what
they’re, uh, [short pause] recipes are.

AE: Um-hmm. So what specifically did you learn with that first go-round of
bartending?

JS: It was, uh, how to deal with, uh—learn how to make drinks. The proper
way to make them. Uh, customer service, dealing with the public, you know,
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learning to be very professional. As Commander’s that is a very well—high-
class restaurant.

AE: Um-hmm.

JS: And it was a lot of fun. I really enjoyed it.

AE: So when you say, um, you learned how to make drinks the right way,
what do you mean by that?

JS: Uh, like I—I knew what ingredients go into a drink, but I didn’t know
ratios. And I was always like, well, a Screwdriver is vodka and orange juice.
I—I didn’t know what the ratio would be. I used to always think okay, it’s
half and half. Well, it’s not.

AE: [Laughs]

JS: So—and some of my drinks when I first started making them, when, uh,
they would taste them, they’d be like, “Whooo!” The kind of faces they would
make. So I said, “Well, I think I’m going to work on that some.”

AE: Yeah? What kind of, um, drinks are special to Commander’s Palace?

JS: Commander’s Palace, uh [short pause] the—our, um—what’s the—the,
um, Mint Juleps are very big over there. Uh, martinis, things like that.
Because Antoine’s and Commander’s are about the same. Their clientele is
more of an older crowd and, uh, I’d say thirty to fifty years old is their
[phone rings] av—you know, clientele. So they’ve got a lot of martini
drinkers. A lot of scotch drinkers.

[COUNTER: 05:03]

AE: Yeah? Do you like making those mixed cocktails?

JS: I love it.

AE: Yeah?

JS: I miss it.

AE: You miss it? What do you—what do you miss about it?

JS: Uh, I just enjoy, uh, creating drinks, you know. Because it is a creation
you are making.

AE: Yeah.
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JS: And—and I really miss that, you know. I wish sometimes [that] I could
go back to just bartending. Because I really miss it.

AE: Do you have a—did you have a certain flair to your Mint Julep or any
style to the way your poured drinks?

JS: I don’t know about style. Uh, a lot—a lot of people just go through the
motions. They just make a drink and put it out there. Me, I’m kind of
meticulous. I like to really pay close attention to each little detail. I’m—I’m a
perfectionist. I really am. In everything I do. And I just want it to be
absolutely perfect. And it bothers me when I know I put something out there
that’s less than perfect. Yeah.

AE: Do you have a favorite drink that you like to mix?

JS: Um, anything, uh, like a Pousse Café. Anything layered, you know.
Just—just to see, you know, the perfect layers on top of each other not
bleeding through. Uh, [phone rings] Planters Punches. Uh, any—anything
that you’re gonna make that’s got a bleed-through or layers on top of each
other, that’s—that’s what I like to do. Hard things. Something that’s a
challenge. That’s what I like.

AE: Yeah. Yeah, and very visual.

JS: Very visual too.

AE: So you’re a chemist, and an artist and a performer—

JS: It—it—it is considered being a chemist, sort of. Because you are—you are
mixing. As I like to call it, just mixology.

AE: Yeah. Yeah, I hear that a lot. And so when you bartended here at
Antoine’s, um, what was that like?

JS: It was a lot different because here we don’t have a sit-down bar. So we
don’t see the customers at all. All we—we just have a—what they call a
service bar. And it’s a lot—a lot smaller, um—

AE: Is that the space where we met yesterday? Back behind this—

JS: Yes. Yes, that’s the only bar in this whole restaurant.

AE: Okay.

JS: It’s—it’s a lot different but when—when I started here, I told them, I
said, well, just going to be part-time until I find something better, and it’s
been fifteen years now so—
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AE: [Laughs]

JS: I fell in love with the place.

AE: Yeah.

JS: I love the people I work with. So—

AE: Yeah, it seems like a really great family atmosphere.

JS: It—it is. They’ve got waiters here that have been here over fifty years.
The head chef’s been here for over forty-five years. So it’s almost like family.
It really is.

AE: Well, let me ask you this about the bartending: Has there always been a
bartender in that space, or have waiters mixed drinks over the years or—?

JS: No, there’s always been bartenders.

AE: Really?

JS: And usually we have two bartenders during the day and about three or
for at night. Depending on the [amount] of business.

AE: Okay. And, um, Collette [Gust. Great-great granddaughter of Antoine]
told me yesterday that the signature drink here is [the] Antoine’s Smile.
What is that?

JS: That is, uh, something we created just to put our name on it. It starts
with, uh, apple brandy—Calvados—and, uh, we take, uh, a little sweet and
sour mix, a little grenadine, and a little crushed ice, and we blend it up into a
frothy concoction, and we put it into a sugar-rimmed glass.

AE: Any garnishes?

JS: Uh, you can if you want. Some people put a lemon twist; some people
put a cherry.

AE: Uh-huh.

JS: So—some people don’t want anything in it.

AE: Yeah. Do you sell a lot of those?

JS: Hmmm, not a whole lot of them but it’s—like anything, we might go a
whole week without selling any, then we might sell a couple dozen in—in a
night.
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AE: Yeah. Is that something, being in the Quarter, that is kind of a, you
know, something that restaurant’s kind of feel the need to do to have a drink
to put their name on like the Pat O’Brien’s Hurricane or—?

JS: Some of them do. Yeah, some of them do. You know, like any company,
every—every establishment has to have a signature, whether it’s a drink, or
if it’s a dish or if it’s anything. You know, something they can—they can lay
claim to. “This is ours!” You know?

AE: Yeah.

JS: Just like with, uh, we didn’t invent Baked Alaska, but we did invent the
way it’s shaped. We were the first restaurant to shape it. Because [when]
most people make a baked Alaska it’s just in a pan, you know, almost like a
pie.  And we were the actual—I’m pretty sure—the first ones to actually
shape it. Into like a dome. Like a—like Colette said yesterday, like a football.
So—and we are the ones who invented Oysters Rockefeller.

AE: Really?

JS: Because, uh, a the time, uh, J.D. Rockefeller—John Rockefeller was the
richest man in the world. So we wanted to come up with a dish that was the
richest dish around. And we invented Oy—Oysters Rockefeller. Something
that would compliment Rockefeller himself.

AE: Um-hmm. Wow, I had no idea.

JS: So a lot of people copy it. A lot of people say, “Oh, we have Oysters
Rockefeller.” Well, it’s not the same.

[COUNTER: 10:15]

AE: [Short laugh]

JS: It’s not the same. It’s a guarded recipe. We would never give it up.

AE: Yeah? Well, back to the Antoine’s Smile, when was that drink introduced
here?

JS: I really couldn’t tell you. It’s—it—it precedes me.

AE: Yeah?

JS: So I—I’ve been here fifteen years, and it was always here so—

AE: Yeah?
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JS: I don’t know. I would say—

AE: Do you think, uh—

JS: —maybe thirty years or better.

AE: Do you think a—another bartender came up with it, or was it something
that the waiters came up with or a customer?

JS: I think it was, uh, if I had to say, [short pause] I’m a hundred percent
sure it would be one of the bartenders.

AE: Okay. And are there any bartenders here that have been here a good
amount of time like yourself?

JS: Uh, my oldest bartender’s been here about four years.

AE: Yeah? [Sort pause] So—so turnover in the bar, but not in the front of the
house?

JS: Right. Yeah.

AE: Would that be right? Why do you think that is?

JS: Uh, most—most, uh [short pause] probably the pay scale here is a little
low, so what I’m forced to get is like people with no bartending experience.
[They] just want to get their feet in the door somewhere.

AE: Yeah.

JS: Get a little experience and then move on. Oh, I get like college students
just looking for something part time, you know, while they’re in school.

AE: Well and I’m sure having the dynamic of having the bar removed from
the front of the house has a lot to do with that.

JS: It does.

AE: To not—

JS: There’s no interaction with the public at all.

AE: —have the public—

JS: You know, there’s a lot of old traditions here at Antoine’s. Uh, as
you—like with the [French] Quarter, you’ve still got cobblestone streets. Um,
I mean, sidewalks. Like here, the—the waiters years ago never did tip
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bartenders, and they still don’t. So they do still stick with some traditions.
So—

AE: Yeah. [Short laugh]

JS: Some of them I’d like to see change, but—

AE: Yeah? Well, how did you come to, um, change your job title  and become
beverage manager?

JS: Um, it was offered to me?

AE: Yeah.

JS: The position came—the position came open once before. I was here for
maybe about [short pause] maybe four years. And the position came, and I
put in for it. And they gave it to somebody else. And I’m kind of glad they did
because I don’t think I was ready for it. I didn’t really know what was all
involved with it. I just thought, hey, I’ve been here the longest, I think I
should do it. And they gave it to someone else who was here a little bit less
then me. But um—and she really—I worked with her hands-on, you know?
Me and her, basically, done the same amount of work. And so when she left
four years later, I really—I knew what I was getting into, and I was ready for
it then.

AE: Yeah. So can we talk a little bit about your famous wine room here?

JS: Okay.

AE: Um, tell me a little bit about the history of it and its grand scale and
what it contains?

JS: Okay. Back in the [sigh] late seventeen hundreds, early eighteen
hundreds, Antoine’s used to be a plantation. It was a—it was a boarding
house. And the upstairs dining rooms now used to be where your rooms
were. And the kitchen was always where it was. And people would come
down and take their meals. Well, the food became so well known that word
was getting around, and people were just wanting to come in and dine. So in
eighteen forty, they started to [sound of chair moving across the floor. A
woman has approached the table where the interview is being conducted and
sits down] make it a restaurant. And the wine cellar is where the horse
stables were. So, uh, it’s a hundred and sixty-five feet long. It’s about seven
feet wide and it—we—it can hold up to twenty-four, twenty-five thousand
bottles. And we usually keep it stocked [to] around eighteen to twenty
thousand bottles. And we have about four hundred and fifty different
selections from all around the world. Uh, used to be predominately all French
wines, and now it’s predominately California.
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AE: Are there some wines that have been stocked there over generations?

JS: Yes. We still—

AE: The same labels?

JS: Yes, the same labels. We have a lot of the older French Bordeauxs like
Chateau Margaux, Chateau Lafitte Rothschild and—dating back to [the]
nineteen seventies. We have a couple bottles—we have a bottle of Octal
Cognac that was dated back to around he eighteen nineties. And we still
have it so—

[The interviewer takes a moment to ask if John needs to pause the interview
to speak with the woman who just sat down a the table]

AE: Do y’all need to speak? We can pause this.

JS: Okay, no.

AE: Okay. And so also I’ve heard that you have some regular customers who
have their own bins in the rine—wine room. Is that right?

[Woman gets up from table and walks away]

JS: Mmm—

AE: Or store stuff there?

JS: No.

AE: No? Oh, okay. [Short laugh]

[COUNTER: 15:14]

JS: They used to—they used to do that about, you know—we no longer do
that anymore.

AE: Oh, okay.

JS: They’ve got customers that come here a lot, and they drink the same
wine every time they come, so they probably feel that, uh, “That’s my
personal wine I’ve got in the cellar.”

AE: Okay. Right. Do you have special requests for things from regular
customers that you—

JS: Um-hmm.
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AE: —try and accommodate?

JS: Yes, uh, we—we’ll get parties in here, and for really good customers
[who] come here—we consider them regulars—if they want a certain type of
wine that we don’t carry or don’t plan on carrying, I will order a case or two
for them. And sometimes I will hold it for them, you know, because I know
[that] if they don’t drink it all, they’re going to be back in a month or two
and—and have it again.

AE: Do you have some stories about some regular customers coming
through?

JS: Stories? Not too many. Like I said, I—I really don’t deal with the
customers, you know, as I would like to. Um, I got lot of stories about the
employees here.

AE: Yeah? [Laughs]

JS: Uh-huh! [Laughs] On one end of the  [wine] cellar is just these bars, you
know, and they have space—maybe four, six inches apart. And, uh, well now
they got Plexiglas up there [short pause] for the simple reason, I used to go
into the cellar and every morning there’d be three or four empty bottles just
laying on the floor. And I used to think, what in the world was going on? I
could see if bottles would fall off the shelf [short pause] but these things, the
corks were missing—everything. So come to find out, the waiters would stick
their arms through the bars and grab a bottle off the shelf, and they couldn’t
pull it through the bars, but they could open it and empty it out and just let
the bottles drop.

AE: Wow.

JS: So we had to put Plexiglas up. You know, to keep them out. [Short
laugh]

A: Oh, my goodness.

JS: Yeah. So—

[Short pause]

AE: Do you give tours of the wine cellar to—

JS: Sometimes—

AE: —to the public?

JS: Sometimes I do. Not—not on a regular basis. Uh, you know, regular
customers who’ve been coming here for years and years I’ll, you know, take
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a little group of them. Maybe five or six at a time and walk them through the
cellar and just go through the history of the wine cellar.

AE: Yeah?

JS: Show them where everything is and—and they seem to really enjoy it.
And it wasn’t until about a year and a half ago, um, it was bricked-off on one
end. The Royal Street end? And now we’ve actually torn that down and put
[in] a window. So people walk down Royal—because if you’ve never dined
here and seen the clear, you really don’t realize the magnitude of it. So they
got people walking down Royal Street who can actually peek down the
window and see the wine cellar.

AE: Oh, okay.

JS: So I think it’s really nice.

AE: Yeah, well that’s impressive. Definitely.

JS: Um-hmm.

AE: Um, well as food and—or beverage manager, rather, can you speak to
maybe quantities of things that y’all go through here? Do y’all pour a lot of
something over the other or—

JS: We sell an entirely enormous amount of wine by the bottle. We don’t
have—a lot of places have a big by the glass menu. We don’t. Uh,
first—mainly because we don’t have the space for it. And you’ve seen the
little bar.

AE: Yeah.

JS: We don’t hardly have room for the stuff we have now. But we do have a
house wine. Like we have one Chardonnay, one Cabernet, and one Zinfandel,
one Merlot or one type—we don’t have like seven or eight different types of
this. And we—most of our wines—or all—say, ninety-nine percent of our wine
sales is by the bottle. And we usually sell between a hundred to a hundred
and fifty cases per week, which is quite impressive.

AE: That’s a lot of wine.

JS: Yes, it is.

AE: [Laughs]

JS: Yes, it is. We’ll sell as much as—on busy nights—as much as five, six
hundred bottles a night. Which is quite a lot.
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AE: Um-hmm. Also, something about hat reminded me that the, um, the
Mystery Room—the Mystery Salon—

JS: Mm-hmm.

AE: Can you talk about that?

JS: That—what—what I understand about the Mystery Room, back in
prohibition, uh, back in the [nineteen] twenties, uh, we ha a little secret
entrance to the Mystery Room because, as you know, alcohol was illegal. And
we used to have, uh, people would sneak alcohol into their [dining] room
from the little secret ent—entrance. And they’d have—and people said,
“Where’s you get that drink? Where’d you get that alcohol?” And they’d be
like “Shhh, it’s a mystery.”

AE: [Laughs]

[COUNTER: 20:08]

JS: So they always named it the Mystery Room. And we have a room that’s
called The Dungeon, and that dates back [to] during the Spanish-American
War. It was used as a prison, you know, to, uh, hold prisoners during the
Spanish-American War. So we always kept the name The Dungeon. Most of
our rooms are [short pause] from Mardi Gras themes. Like, uh, we have a
Rex room dedicated to all the past kings of Rex. We have the Proteus Room,
which is all the past queens of Proteus. Uh, the Hermes and the Twelfth Night
Revelers, we have their own room. We have the Japanese Room. Uh, the
room was—it’s kind of a Japanese theme. It’s got, you know, all of the
Oriental paintings and stuff like that, the little lights and everything. And
when Japan bombed Pearl Harbor in [nineteen] forty-one, the room was
sealed shut. Plates, glasses—everything was just left in there and just sealed
shut. And about twenty years ago they reopened [it]. And they hired an
artist off of the street to come in and hand-paint the entire room. And it’s
not—a lot of people think it’s wallpaper because it’s designs and a lot of
swirls and curves and things in it. And it’s all hand-painted.

AE: Wow.

JS: It’s—took him a long time to do it. Took him about three months.

AE: Huh. What made them finally decide to reopen the room?

JS: Um, good question. I guess enough time had passed.

AE: Yeah? Huh.

JS: And we were getting a lot of clientele—of course, Japanese. Like we get
Japanese conventions in.
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AE: Sure. So is that, um, secret entrance to the Mystery Room still—does
that still exist?

JS: Yeah, it—it goes right out to the street now.

AE: Oh, des it?

JS: Yeah.

AE: Well, um, are you familiar or does this come into play in your job at all,
the—the history of the cocktail in New Orleans or—or some ideas about this
town as a—

JS: I’m not—No, I’m not too familiar with it.

AE: Yeah?

JS: Yeah. Most of the waiters pretty much—they usually handle all of that.

AE: Yeah.

JS: But I know—probably one of the most popular New Orleans drinks
probably would be—probably a Sazerac. Or an Old Fashioned, you know.
Because it is an old fashioned city.

AE: Yeah. Do you serve many Sazeracs here?

JS: Yes we do.

AE: Yeah?

JS: We sell quite a few. Uh probably, it’s one of our biggest sellers.

AE: Really?

JS: Yeah. Either that or martinis.

AE: Uh-huh. Um, and what about garnishes? I’m curious about maybe what
restaurants have, you know, a certain kind of—

JS: Mm-hmm.

AE: —take on garnishes or use them or don’t use them.

JS: We use oranges. Yeah. We—we usually—ninety percent of our cocktails
we make are going to have a garnish in them. Whether it be a lemon twist or
a lime, a cherry or what have you. Uh, a lot of people, when they make a
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Whiskey Sour, they’ll put an orange and a cherry. We just put a cherry in it.
No oranges.

AE: Why?

JS: Uh [short pause] we don’t keep the oranges—now if a customer requests
one, then we’ll bring one in there. But, you know, it’s just like old traditions,
they’re hard to die, and we just like to keep them.

AE: Yeah.

JS: Just like, uh, in the restaurant here [voice begins to fade as he turns to
point out the light fixtures along the wall of the dining room] we still have
these lights, um, gas lights. You know? It’s no longer gas going to them. You
can see on the top where you could turn the gas on—

AE: Oh, yeah.

JS: —to make the lights come on. It’s like, uh, the restaurant’s decorated in
an old style—from the forties and the fifties.

AE: Yeah. It’s a beautiful place.

JS: We still have the old chairs, the old wicker chairs.

AE: Uh-huh. Are there any, um, cocktails or coffee drinks—after dinner
drinks that are served or prepared tableside by the waiters?

JS: No tableside. No. The only things served tableside would be like coffee.
Um, or the iced tea and everything else. But all cof—you know, drinks that
come from the bar, come from the bar.

AE: Yeah.

JS: Uh, I take that back. When we have our large parties here, say like thirty
people, sometimes the waiters will put a bar set-up in a room, and they’ll
make the drinks in the room itself. But just regular tables? All the drinks
would come from the bar.

AE: Are there regular customers that request that? To have a bar service in
a—

JS: Um-hmm.

AE: —dining room.

[COUNTER: 25:09]
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JS: Um-hmm.

AE: Yeah?

JS: Well not in the—well, it will be in a private room.

AE: Private room, sure.

JS: In a private room.

AE: Well, um, we’ve covered a lot. I think—I’m anxious to see the wine
cellar.

JS: Okay.

AE: But, um, I wonder if there’s anything else that you’d like to add here
about your job or drinking in New Orleans or anything?

JS: Uh, about my job, I love it. You know, I wouldn’t have been here this
long, or I wouldn’t be doing it if I didn’t, you know?

AE: Yeah.

JS: I feel [that] you really [have] got to enjoy what you’re doing. Otherwise,
you’re going to be miserable.

AE: Yeah, definitely.

JS: You know, and I really enjoy what I do. As far as drinking? I’m not a
drinker.

AE: No?

JS: Never have been.

AE: Huh.

JS: And, uh, I might have one drink a month, if that. You know. I
just—seeing people [and] how alcohol affects them, you know, I say, “I’m
never gonna—I never want to get like—in that kind of shape!”

AE: [Laughs]

JS: So, I mean, I have gotten in [short laugh] that shape but overall, I’m
not—I’m not a drinker.

AE: Yeah? When you do choose to drink, what do you have?
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JS: Um, before I t—took this job over, I used to drink mixed drinks. Like, uh,
bourbon and seven. And the only thing I knew about wine when I took this
job over was [that] I hated it.

AE: [Laughs] Oh, no!

JS: I c—I couldn’t stand it. And I said, “Well, if I have to drink wine and go to
wine tastings, I’m just going to drink red wine because that’s—that’s all I can
tolerate.” But wine is something you have to acquire a taste for.

AE: You think?

JS: And over the years I have grown to love it. And I have—when I do drink,
it’s not bourbon and sevens no more. I’ll have a glass of, uh, red—Merlot or a
glass of, uh, you know Poullet Fuisse or something like that. And I love wine
now.

AE: Your job has converted you!

JS: Yes, it has. In a good way!

E: [Laughs] Yes. Well and that’s a good note to end on. So, um, John, I
appreciate your time.

JS: Okay.

AE: And, uh, if we could maybe take a little tour now—

JS: Sure.

AE: —that would be lovely. Great.

[COUNTER: 27:15]

[END]


